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For best-in-class subscription management, delivering savings, superior service and award-winning solutions. See us at MLA (booth #204) and SLA (booth #509)

We invite you to find out more at www.wolper.com. Please contact us at 610.559.9550 or inquiries@wolper.com. We’re just a phone call or a click away.
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Scan to see the latest on our blog, Insight & Outlook
Consider these questions when purchasing econtent publisher packages:

- Are packages comprehensive, including all ebooks and print titles published?
- How will duplication control be managed?
- How will cataloging records be acquired?

YBP has partnered with leading academic publishers to assist academic libraries worldwide with their digital acquisition strategy. Publisher packages hosted on publisher platforms are made available for purchase in GOBI³ (Global Online Bibliographic Information), YBP’s acquisition and collection management interface.

**BENEFITS OF ORDERING VIA YBP:**
- Comprehensive, managed coverage of print & digital titles
- Duplication control
- Customized cataloging records
- One-stop customer service in support of all your YBP purchased publisher direct packages
- YBP ensures extended publisher coverage for titles not included in publisher packages

**YBP Library Services — Your trusted source for publisher econtent packages.**

WANT TO KNOW MORE? Please contact your YBP representative at sales@ybp.com or visit www.ybp.com.

Supporting Information (SI), the crucial data behind the research, is essential to understanding and repeating cutting edge research. ACS Publications has recently digitized the SI for over 40,000 ACS original research articles, including 800,000 pages of highly valuable data and underlying research information. This means researchers will spend less time in the stacks and more time in the lab.

At no cost to the library, this adds a substantial amount of content to the ACS Legacy Archives, containing nearly 500,000 original research articles published between the years 1879 and 1995.

Visit http://pubs.acs.org/legacyarchives for more information.
Cold Spring Harbor Perspectives in Biology

A new type of online review journal

- Spanning the complete spectrum of the molecular life sciences
- Article collections that build month by month
- Written and commissioned by experts in each field

The Authoritative View
Expert reviews in the molecular life sciences.

www.cshperspectives.org
Your Library: Soaring to New Heights.

COUNTER STATS. ALTMETRICS. JOURNAL. EBOOKS. SEARCH. & MORE!

To learn more, contact us at 800-645-6595, marketing@us.swets.com, or visit us online today!

www.swets.com
PsychiatryOnline.org

PsychiatryOnline.org offers the most comprehensive online access available for psychiatric textbooks, journals and professional development tools. This virtual library is a key resource used in the teaching and study of psychiatry, psychology, and other mental health disciplines. It is an essential tool for mental health professional, used in diagnosis, treatment, and professional development.

**PsychiatryOnline Premium**

The most comprehensive online collection of psychiatry books and journals. Includes: DSM-5®, peer reviewed journals, and 16 reference and textbooks.

**PsychiatryOnline Core**


**DSM-5 Library**

Institutional access to DSM-5®, as well as the new *DSM-5® Handbook of Differential Diagnosis* and *DSM-5® Clinical Cases*.

Contact us for more information or to purchase a subscription:
Call 703-907-7874 or Email institutions@psych.org

Request a free 30-day institutional trial: Email institutions@psych.org

Priority Code: AP1405
Is It the Right Time for You to Purchase? Many of your colleagues already have.

OSA’s Digital Archive

OSA is pleased to offer a one-time purchase option for perpetual access to the OSA Digital Archive going back to 1917.

The OSA Digital Archive provides pioneering research in optics and photonics from core OSA journals including research published by Nobel Laureates and prestigious members of the physics and engineering communities.

COVERED CONTENT

The content in this archive includes approximately 108,000 articles and conference proceedings from the following OSA Publications:

- **Applied Optics** 1962–2005
- **Journal of the Optical Society of America** 1917–1983
- **Journal of the Optical Society of America A** 1984–2005
- **Journal of the Optical Society of America B** 1984–2005
- **Optics and Photonics News** 1990–2005
- **Optics Express** 1997–2005
- **Optics Letters** 1977–2005
- **Optics News** 1975–1989
- **OSA Conference Proceedings** 1979–2005

For more information and pricing, please contact OSA’s sales team or local agent:

**US/CANADA:** Alan Tourtlotte at OSA. Email: atourt@osa.org

**EUROPE/ RUSSIA:** David Charles at E-Licensing. Email: dc.elicensing@orange.fr

**INDIA:** Globe Publication Pvt. Ltd. Email: osa@globepub.com

**JAPAN:** Kinokuniya Company Ltd. Email: journal@kinokuniya.co.jp

**ASIA EXCEPT INDIA, JAPAN, OR SOUTH KOREA:** Sung Tinnie at iGroup. Email: stinnie@igroupnet.com
The First World War
Personal Experiences | Propaganda and Recruitment | Visual Perspectives and Narratives

A compelling digital portal of primary source material for the study of the First World War. From personal narratives and printed books to military files, propaganda pamphlets, strong visual documents, and more. Free trials available.

Main image from 'Papers of Lieut. Gerald Caldwell Sior det, 13th Rifle Brigade', n.d. © William Ready Division of Archives and Research Collections, McMaster University Library.

www.amdigital.co.uk
We have you covered.

- Electronic ordering, invoicing and reporting
- OCLC WorldCat and PromptCat partner
- Demand-driven acquisitions
- Shelf-ready technical processing
- Integrations with many ILS
- OneSource client portal for 24/7 database access
- Print, media and eBooks
- Approval plans

Powering Library Collection Management and Delivery

Experience how Ambassador’s innovation and service can develop relevant and up-to-date collections for your library. Leverage our leading-edge technologies and customized integrations to fulfill your print, digital and media needs, enhance patron satisfaction, increase efficiencies and receive unparalleled service 100% of the time. Since 1973 Ambassador has offered complete library solutions for ordering, reporting, cataloging and ILS integrations. When it comes to library collection management, we have you covered.

AMBASSADOR
EDUCATION SOLUTIONS

Learn how Ambassador’s library solutions can work for you.
Go to www.ambassadored.com
email info@ambassadored.com or call (800) 431-8913
Crisis Management: Concepts, Methodologies, Tools and Applications (3 Vols.)

Information Resources Management Association (USA)
ISBN: 978-1-4666-4707-7; EISBN: 978-1-4666-4708-4; © 2014; 1,862 pages.

Explores the latest empirical research and best real-world practices for preventing, weathering, and recovering from disasters. From earthquakes and tsunamis to nuclear disasters and cyber terrorism, this extensive multi-volume compilation describes crisis management techniques for a variety of critical scenarios, providing leaders, managers, analysts, and workers with invaluable knowledge on how to recover swiftly from any crisis event.

Purchase:
Print + Free 2-Year eAccess: $1,845
Online Perpetual Access: $2,765
Print + Online Perpetual Access: $3,690

eSubscription:
One (1) Year eSubscription: $860
Two (2) Year eSubscription: $1,450

Visit www.igi-global.com for complete title list and pricing.
RELEVANT
TIMELY
COMPREHENSIVE

Lessons learned from the Kepler Mission and space telescope management
Proceedings of SPIE, doi:10.1117/12.864346

One of over 400,000 interdisciplinary papers from SPIE.

Biomedical Optics & Medical Imaging
59,400+ papers

Electronic Imaging & Signal Processing
101,300+ papers

Energy
9,000+ papers

Lasers
59,700+ papers

Light Sources & Illumination
16,200+ papers

Lithography & Microelectronics
26,100+ papers

Metrology
26,600+ papers

Nanotechnology
7,700+ papers

Optics & Astronomy
165,000+ papers

Remote Sensing
25,500+ papers

Sensors
56,000+ papers

Powered by photonics
Visit www.SDLinfo.org for information on subscribing.
Advancing the understanding of biological regulation and cellular signaling, the scope of Science Signaling now includes not only studies of the regulatory events that occur within cells, but also of those that occur between cells and between different organisms.

ScienceSignaling.org/info

Research articles in Science Translational Medicine contain the latest, cutting-edge research positioned at the intersection of biomedical research and clinical application. Editors select research, commentary, and reviews with the greatest benefit to the clinical and translational research communities.

ScienceTranslationalMedicine.org/info

Request a free trial or quote today. ScienceOnline.org/request
The Journal of Nursing Education is a monthly, peer-reviewed publication of original articles and new ideas for nurse educators in various types and levels of nursing programs for over 50 years. The Journal enhances the teaching-learning process, promotes curriculum development, and stimulates creative innovation and research in nursing education.

Begin to explore the Journal and all of its great benefits such as:

- Monthly features that include “Educational Innovations,” “Research Briefs,” and “Syllabus Selections”
- Access to current articles, as well as several years of archived content
- Read manuscripts online just two months after acceptance
- A recognized journal indexed in MEDLINE/PubMed and CINAHL
- Impact Factor of 1.133

Subscription information:
Individual print: $145
Individual electronic only: $125
Institutional print: $428
For more information about The ASME Digital Collection,
Visit asmedigitalcollection.asme.org

To Subscribe, contact Warren Adams
Phone: 973-244-2223 Fax: 973-882-8113 Email: adamswn@asme.org
InfoSci®-Databases
Databases for Progressive Academic Research

InfoSci®-Books
A rapidly expanding collection of over 55,000 full-text chapters from over 2,500 scholarly works in over 200 disciplines relating to business, medicine, education, engineering, and technology.

InfoSci®-Book Disciplines
Choose from four (4) discipline-focused databases containing up to 600 scholarly reference titles on specialized topics.

InfoSci®-Subject Databases
Choose from eleven (11) subject-specific databases containing up to 400 scholarly reference titles on specialized topics.

InfoSci®-Select
Select titles from IGI Global’s entire book collection and customize your own database. www.igi-global.com/infosci-select

InfoSci®-Journals
A rapidly expanding full-text collection of 155+ peer-reviewed journals that focus on specialized topics in over 200 disciplines relating to business, medicine, engineering, social sciences, and technology.

InfoSci®-Journal Disciplines
Choose from six (6) discipline-focused databases containing up to 45 cutting-edge scholarly journals on specialized topics in:
• Business, Administration, and Management (27)
• Communications and Social Science (29)
• Computer Science, Security, and Information Technology (45)
• Engineering, Natural, and Physical Science (18)
• Library Science, Information Studies, and Education (23)
• Medicine, Healthcare, and Life Science (16)

InfoSci®-Case
Access to more than 1,500 teaching cases based on real-life situations.

InfoSci®-Dictionary
45,000+ easy-to-reference definitions supported by published research.

Database Platform Features:
• XML-powered, full-text search
• Increased search speed with ranked results
• RefWorks and EasyBib citation export
• APA-, MLA-, and Chicago-style formatting
• COUNTER compliant reports and statistics
• MARC records to RSS feed
• Persistent URLs
• Liberal DRM
• No maintenance fees
• Supporting SRU industry interoperability standard
• Customize with your institution’s logo
• Multi-lingual user interface

2014 Charleston Conference Diamond Sponsor

For more information regarding IGI Global’s InfoSci® Databases, please contact: eresources@igi-global.com
1.866.342.6657 ext.100 | 717.533.8845 ext.100
It’s about time. Your patrons’ time.

Your patrons rely on Annual Reviews journals to intelligently synthesize the overwhelming volume of scientific research and deliver the ideas and citations that will advance their research further, faster. Since 1932, our invited experts have cut out the noise to save scholars valuable research time.

It’s time well spent.

New Journals Launching in 2014 With Complimentary Online Access To The First Volume For The First Year:

*Annual Review of Statistics and Its Application*
*Annual Review of Organizational Psychology and Organizational Behavior*
*Annual Review of Virology*
Introducing

Communication Source

Communication Source is the premier information source for scholars studying mass media, communications theory, linguistics, organizational communication, phonetics and speech pathology.

Communication Source is the most comprehensive communications database available.

- Full text for more than 600 journals
- Indexing and abstracting for over 1,000 core titles
- Subject-specific, browsable thesaurus featuring 4,528 preferred and 8,528 non-preferred terms
- Coverage dating back to 1915
- 150 titles not available in Communication and Mass Media Complete

For more information, contact your EBSCO Sales Representative:
1-800-653-2726 or email information@ebsco.com

www.ebsco.com
eBook Religion Collection

A new subscription collection for students to discover religious subjects including - philosophy, ethics, history of religions, religious texts, Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism, and more.

EBSCO eBooks
www.ebscohost.com/ebooks
Data-Planet Offers Unparalleled Access to Statistical Data

Harmonized Data with 37 Metadata Fields Including Abstracts & Subject Terms
Multiple User Interfaces - Customizable Maps, Charts, Tables and Graphs
270,000 Metadata Records with DOI Links in xml, txt & mrc Formats
75 Source Organizations - 2+ Billion Infographics with DOIs
Interdisciplinary Content - 16 Major Coverage Areas

www.data-planet.com  info@data-planet.com  +1 301-556-2450
Publisher buyouts, takeovers, mergers, and distribution changes all have contributed to an industry-wide dysfunction affecting book order fulfillment. Inadequate fulfillment is especially felt by the librarians who bear ultimate responsibility for meeting patron demand.

At Midwest, we realize that accurate and timely order fulfillment is the benchmark service by which vendors (and librarians) are judged. We do not accept an out-of-print or out-of-stock notice from a US publisher as final proof that the book is not available, having found that inventory is often available in the UK and elsewhere.

By taking the time and effort to research these titles, Midwest has a superior level of success in supplying them. Some trade jobbers will often simply relay the publisher’s report and cancel such titles.

We do not accept publishers’ OP, NOP, and TOS reports without further research to determine their validity. Our research specialists are dedicated to locating hard-to-obtain titles.

By diligent research, we are able to locate many book orders that would otherwise be lost due to publishers’ bad reports, inadequate research, or database dead-ends. Our researchers take over the hunt for titles where computers leave off. We will not cancel an order until we determine that a book is truly unavailable.

Contact Midwest and watch your fulfillment level and patron satisfaction improve!